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A Hamiltonian/Lagrangian theory to describe guiding center orbit drift motion that is canonical in
Boozer magnetic coordinates is developed to include full electrostatic and electromagnetic
perturbed fields in axisymmetric tokamak geometry. Furthermore, the radial component of the
equilibrium magnetic field in the covariant representation is retained and the background
equilibrium state extends to anisotropic plasma pressure conditions. A gauge transformation on the
perturbed vector potential is imposed to guarantee canonical structure in the Boozer frame.
Perturbed field nonlinear wave-wave interactions affect only the evolution of the guiding center
particle parallel gyroradius. The evolution of the particle coordinate positions retains only linear
wave-particle interactions. For particle motion in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability
structures, the electrostatic potential is linked mainly to the binormal component of the perturbed
displacement vector when finite dA? components are included.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3579398]
I. INTRODUCTION
The tools of nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamics can
greatly facilitate the implementation of numerical schemes
for guiding center particle orbit motion when the coordinate
system is canonical.1,2 The application of Lagrangian theory
to identify the canonical momenta and angular variables con-
stitutes a very valuable step.3 Previously, a canonical coordi-
nate system for guiding center motion in arbitrary fields was
devised,4 but its use is impractical. This is due to problems
associated with the transformation from a coordinate system
typically employed in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equi-
librium and stability solvers to it.5 One approach that has
allowed the inclusion of arbitrary fields but eliminates the ra-
dial component of the equilibrium magnetic field in the co-
variant representation is achieved by a redefinition of the
guiding center drift velocity.6,7 An extension of this formula-
tion to anisotropic pressure and three-dimensional (3D) ge-
ometry has been recently reported.8 A drift Hamiltonian
formalism in generalized nonstraight field line coordinates
has been described that is exact in axisymmetric systems and
approximate in 3D geometry.9 A canonical drift Hamiltonian
formulation in Boozer coordinates, which retains full station-
ary axisymmetric fields without selectively neglecting higher
order terms,10 has been extended to include electrostatic and
electromagnetic perturbations with only a finite parallel com-
ponent of the vector potential.11 This last work also allowed
for anisotropic pressure which can be very relevant for plas-
mas that are heated with auxiliary methods.12–17
In particular, we extend the formalism adopted in Ref.
11 to include the finite dA? contribution to the guiding
center drift orbit evolution equations in the article. In Sec. II,
we specifically include the anisotropic pressure through the
covariant representation of the equilibrium magnetic field
which can be interpreted as altering the permeability of the
plasma. Finite electrostatic and full electromagnetic per-
turbed fields are considered in axisymmetric tokamak geom-
etry. A set of canonical variables applicable to guiding
center motion is defined through Lagrangian manipulations.
The imposition of a specific gauge condition for the per-
turbed vector potential is required. The canonical variables
form the basis of a Hamiltonian formulation of the equations
of motion, which is presented in Sec. III. A transformation of
canonical momenta to the Boozer radial coordinate and the
parallel gyroradius is performed, and the equations of motion
are described in a form that clarifies the physics interpreta-
tion. Issues associated with the gauge transformation and the
link to external perturbed fields obtained from wave propa-
gation and MHD codes is addressed in Sec. IV. Finally, the
summary and conclusions appear in Sec. V.
II. LAGRANGIAN DETERMINATION OF CANONICAL
VARIABLES
The equilibrium magnetic field in the covariant repre-
sentation in Boozer coordinates1 for anisotropic plasmas is
rB ¼ JðsÞ$h IðsÞ$/þ rBs$s (1)
and in the contravariant representation is
B ¼ $/ $wþ qðwÞ$w $h ¼ $a $w
¼ $ ðw$aÞ; (2)
where h and / are the Boozer poloidal and toroidal angles,
respectively, w is the poloidal magnetic flux function, I is the
poloidal current flux function, J is the toroidal current flux
function, q is the inverse rotational transform (safety factor),
Bw  ﬃﬃﬃgp B  $h $/, ﬃﬃﬃgp is the Jacobian, a  / qðwÞh,
and r ¼ 1 l0ðpjj  p?Þ=B2 is the anisotropy parameter
when the parallel pressure pjj is different from p?a)Electronic-mail: wilfred.cooper@epfl.ch.
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(perpendicular pressure). r > 0 indicates the firehose stabil-
ity criterion.18 The full potential A can be written in the form
A ¼ Ae þ dA ¼ w$aþ dA/$/þ dAh$hþ dAw$w
¼ Uðw; h;/; tÞ$w ½w IðwÞWaðw; h;/; tÞ$a
þ Vðw; h;/; tÞrB; (3)
where we define
Vðw; h;/; tÞ  dAhðw; h;/; tÞ þ qðwÞdA/ðw; h;/; tÞ
JðwÞ  qðwÞIðwÞ ;
Waðw; h;/; tÞ  dAhðw; h;/; tÞ þ ½JðwÞ=IðwÞdA/ðw; h;/; tÞ
JðwÞ  qðwÞIðwÞ ;
Uðw; h;/; tÞ  dAwðw; h;/; tÞ

½rBw  dqdw IðwÞhdAh þ ½qðwÞrBw  dqdw JðwÞhdA/
JðwÞ  qðwÞIðwÞ : (4)
The momentum in the drift approximation is
P ¼ Pjj B
B
þ eA; (5)
where e is the electronic charge of a particle. It is useful to
define parallel and effective parallel gyroradii
qjj  Pjj=ðerBÞ;
qc  qjj þ V;
qw  qc Wa ¼ qjj  dA/=IðwÞ: (6)
The form qc is used in the formulation where only finite dAjj is
retained.2,11 The Lagrangian for the guiding center motion is
Ldt ¼ P  dxHdt
¼ eðqjjrBþ AÞ  dxHdt;
(7)
and the vector distance element
dx ¼ ﬃﬃﬃgp $w $hdaþ ﬃﬃﬃgp $a $wdhþ ﬃﬃﬃgp $h $adw:
(8)
Using / ¼ aþ qðwÞh, we express rB as10,11
rB ¼ IðwÞDðw; hÞrwþ hðwÞ$h IðwÞ$a; (9)





hðwÞ  JðwÞ  qðwÞIðwÞ: (11)
Substituting this in the Lagrangian, we get
Ldt
e
¼ ½wþ qwIðwÞdaþ qchðwÞdh




This form of the Lagrangian does not satisfy canonical prop-
erties due to the finite amplitude of the term multiplying
dw,3 which requires Ldt ¼Pi pidqi Hdt (pi are the canon-
ical momenta and qi are the angular momenta).
The process of eliminating the dw term entails defining
the parameters10,11









where Pa is the momentum associated with the a variable.
As the Lagrangian is invariant to the addition or subtraction
of a full differential, we can write
Ldt
e














þ ½wþ qwIðwÞdac þ ½Uðw; h;/; tÞ
þ IðwÞDðw; hÞWaðw; h;/; tÞdwHdt
e
: (16)
This system remains noncanonical, but the dw term now
involves only perturbed vector potential projections. Without
loss of generality, we can impose the gauge condition
Uðw; h;/; tÞ þ IðwÞDðw; hÞWaðw; h;/; tÞ ¼ 0:
Substituting for U, Wa, and D simplifies the gauge condition
to
dAwðw; h;/; tÞ ¼  rBw
IðwÞ dA/ðw; h;/; tÞ: (17)
The imposition of this gauge condition renders the Boozer
coordinate frame canonical for guiding center drift motion
with arbitrary perturbed electrostatic and electromagnetic
fields in axisymmetric tokamak geometry.
The poloidal canonical angular momentum is































Pa ¼ wþ qwIðwÞ; (21)
where Wðw; h;/; tÞ  hðwÞWaðw; h;/; tÞ. The canonical
momenta are thus specified.
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III. THE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM









þ UE ¼ He; (22)
where m is the particle mass, l is the magnetic moment, UE






























where we have dropped the subscript c from Pa and the nota-
tion ja;b;c denotes that the variables a, b, and c are held fixed
in the evaluation of the partial derivative. Expanding the
Hamiltonian, invoking the relations presented in Appendix A





























































mIðwÞ qjj  D/DðPa; hÞ þ

qðwÞ þ Qðw; hÞ
 QðPa; hÞ  JðwÞ









where the terms Dm are written out in Appendix B and




















The equations for the canonical momenta are really only use-
ful for the application of symplectic integration schemes. It
is physically more intuitive to follow the guiding center par-
ticle radial position s[0  s  1 in the plasma with
w ¼ wðsÞ] and its parallel gyroradius qjj.2,6,7,11 Invoking the
algebraic manipulations described in Ref. 11 and the trans-















































































































The finite dA? contributions appear through the derivatives of
W. The forms presented in these equations recover the finite
dAjj model (Eqs. (43)–(46) described in Ref. 11) by taking
W ) 0, replacing qw with qc and T with V. The terms involv-
ing rBs are neglected in most other formulations of the guid-
ing center drift problem. In this work, we retain all terms
OðbqjjÞ. Expanding Wðs; h;/; tÞ ¼ dAh þ ½J ðsÞ=IðsÞ dA/
and Tðs; h;/; tÞ ¼ dA/=½l0IðsÞ, we can alternatively write
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where s is the mirror stability criterion parameter.8,18 For the


























































































































































In the evolution of the radial particle positions Eq. (33), the
first term corresponds to the particle interaction with the
equilibrium fields, the second term is the interaction of
the particle with the electrostatic perturbed field, and the last
term deals with particle interaction with the electromagnetic
perturbed field. For the evolution of the angular coordinates,
the first two terms govern the motion of particles in the equi-
librium field, the third term constitutes the particle interac-
tion with the electrostatic perturbed field and the last term is
its interaction with the electromagnetic perturbed field,
respectively. With respect to the parallel gyroradius Eq. (36),
the first term corresponds to motion in the equilibrium field,
the second and third terms constitute interactions of particles
with the electrostatic perturbed field, the fourth, fifth, and
sixth terms are particle interactions with the perturbed elec-
tromagnetic field. The last three terms constitute wave-wave
interactions. They are consequently nonlinear terms and
describe the coupling of the perturbed electrostatic potential
with perturbed electromagnetic field projections. Previously,
the guiding center drift problem with full perturbed fields
was investigated in 3D geometry.8 Although we limit our-
selves to axisymmetric geometry in this work, we include
the radial component of the equilibrium magnetic field in the
covariant representation which was neglected in Ref. 8.
IV. POTENTIAL STRUCTURE FOR FULL
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
The vector potential is only known up to the gradient of a
scalar function. If we consider the output of a wave propagation
code like LEMan,19 which computes low frequency waves
and employs the Coulomb gauge, we must make then the
identification
dAD þ $G ¼ dAEW ; (37)
where the superscript D stands for the form of the vector
potential required for the drift orbit description and the
superscript EW denotes the external wave field calculated
with a solver like LEMan. The radial, toroidal, and poloidal











¼ l0IðsÞdAEWs þ rBsdAEW/ ; (38)








Thus, we first would need to solve Eq. (38) for the scalar
function G. Subsequently, we compute dAD/ and dA
D
h . To
determine the electrostatic potential UE, we invoke Fara-
































Typically a Fourier method would be applied; hence, Eq.
(41) would be used to solve for all toroidal mode number
n 6¼ 0 amplitudes of UDE , while Eq. (42) would be applied for
the remaining n ¼ 0 and poloidal mode number m 6¼ 0
terms.
For the evolution of the guiding center particle orbits in
MHD instability structures, then the MHD vector potential is
dAMHD ¼ n B (where n is the perturbed displacement vec-
tor) and the electrostatic potential UMHDE ¼ 0. Typically in
codes like TERPSICHORE,20 we express





The vector potential components in the MHD model reduce to
dAMHDs ¼ g; dAMHD/ ¼ w0ðsÞns; dAMHDh ¼ U0ðsÞns:
After applying Faraday’s Law [Eqs. (41) or (42)], replacing
the label EW with MHD and considering the time derivative





Then, the radial, toroidal, and poloidal components of the
vector potential for the drift motion become
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In this case, we solve first for UDE ðs; h;/; tÞ and subsequently




The Boozer coordinate frame remains canonical for the
description of a Hamiltonian/Lagrangian theory of guiding
center particle drift motion that includes full static equilib-
rium, perturbed electrostatic and perturbed electromagnetic
fields in axisymmetric tokamak geometry for plasma condi-
tions that allow anisotropic pressure from auxiliary heated
energetic particle species. We have thus extended the
method developed by Wang10 and Cooper et al.11 to consider
also the impact of finite dA? on the orbit evolution. A critical
step is then imposition of a gauge transformation for dA to
guarantee that the Boozer coordinates retain canonical struc-
ture. The guiding center particle coordinate position evolution
contains only equilibrium field effects and linear wave-parti-
cle interactions. Nonlinear wave-wave interactions from the
perturbed fields consist of couplings between vector potential
components with the electrostatic potential and impact only
the evolution of the parallel gyroradius.
As the vector potential is only known to within the gradi-
ent of a scalar function G, we solve first for G which depends
on the radial and toroidal components of the external electro-
magnetic potential in the covariant representation for fields
obtained from a wave propagation code. Once this is known,
the perturbed electromagnetic field components dAD/ and dA
D
h
required for the drift motion can be evaluated and subse-
quently the application of Faraday’s law yields the electro-
static potential. For fields obtained from a MHD stability code,
the electrostatic potential is calculated first in terms of the
binormal and radial components of the displacement vector n.
This scalar potential depends mainly on the binormal compo-
nent g of n. For models that retain only finite dAjj,
2,6,7,11 the
equivalence of the perturbed radial magnetic field dB  rs in
the drift and external field representations of the potentials is
invoked and this leads to a dependence of the electrostatic
potential UE on the radial component of n for motion in
MHD-like fields. This difference of the UE dependence will be
an important issue to address in future numerical simulations.
Once UE is determined, the electromagnetic potential compo-
nents dAD/ and dA
D
h can be linked to their MHD counterparts.
The equations we have presented are more clearly
designed for drift kinetic analysis of magnetically confined
plasmas. However, the applicability to gyrokinetic modeling
can also be considered. The impact of full electromagnetic
effects in a nonlinear gyrokinetic description of a plasma
could be assessed with the guiding center drift orbit equa-
tions we have derived. For example, this would entail replac-
ing Eqs. (26) and (27) in Ref. 21 with Eqs. (33)–(36) of this
manuscript, after performing gyro-orbit averaging. The non-
linear terms in the qjj Eq. (36) would constitute a drift nonli-
nearity (to second order in the perturbed field expansion),
which is formally of the same order as the second order par-
allel velocity nonlinearity described in Ref. 21.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT
TO THE CANONICALVARIABLES
The quantities w, qw, and / can be expressed as func-
















qðwÞ þ Qðw; hÞ  QðPa; hÞ  JðwÞ
IðwÞ
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APPENDIX B: DEFINITION OF Dm TERMS
The notation adopted in Ref. 11 is used. Thus
Dw ¼ Dw1 þ Dw2 ;
Dh ¼ Dh1 þ Dh2 ;






































































where s is the mirror stability criterion parameter.15,18
APPENDIX C: CONVERSION TO SI UNITS
To convert the guiding center particle equations of
motion to SI units and in the form applicable for implemen-
tation in the VENUS code,22 we identify IðwÞ ) l0IðsÞ,
JðwÞ ) l0J ðsÞ, rBw ) rBs=w0ðsÞ, D) Dv=w0ðsÞ, Dw
) Ds=w0ðsÞ, and dc=dw) c0ðsÞ=w0ðsÞ for any variable c





v ¼ l0½w0ðsÞJ ðsÞ  U0ðsÞIðsÞ=ðrB2Þ;
and Dv is
Dv ¼ r ﬃﬃﬃgp vB2þ l0qjj

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